
PAPER GANGSTER

Paper Gangster - A suburaban kid, can be white or balck, comes from a rich family. Usually sees a rap videos on t.v.,
asks his rich parents to buy him the clothes.

In middle and high school passing papers back as efficiently as possible starts with how students pass them up.
Once they are at the front of each row they should be passed to the right, with each student putting their entire
stack on top before passing it off. You can explain to the one student who is still outraged an hour later that
leaving the URL at the top of the page is a pretty clear indication of plagiarism, but thanks for the chat. She
takes the stack for the row, gives it to the first student, and then they pass it back in order, just as they passed it
up. So I procrastinate and the papers just pile up. If you do it this way it takes about 30 seconds total for the
entire class to get their work back. I recommend being very specific about the order in which they are passed.
Once long, long time ago, I was naive to all I know People tried to push on to me their weak mentality I woke
up and I know I am real and not for show Unlike you, who knows inside your soft Because you're just another
bullshit fake, paper gangster You ain't nothing but an image an a liar A bullshit fake, paper gangster A punk
ass motherfucker I I know what lies inside I know what lies behind your lies what lies behind your lies inside
Inside I know your lies You're just another fucking bullshit fake, paper gangster You ain't nothing but an
image and a liar A bullshit fake, paper gangster A punk ass motherfucker The life I've lived, the pain I've felt
With such things you've never dealt So to me you are a maggot So when you go and outcast me And I can't do
a fucking thing Know that I know inside you're weak! If you hand them back right before the bell they need
only wait a few seconds before bombarding you during passing period to give an impassioned speech about
the injustice which has befallen them. If students are in groups, you can use a similar procedure by stacking
the papers of each group together and then assigning one member to pass to the next group. The more the
work piles up the more time it will take to get it passed back, and you will be less and less likely to want to use
class time to get it done. I work so hard to get them graded quickly and then they just sit there on my filing
cabinet for weeks. You, on the other hand, now have only 90 seconds to make it to the bathroom and back.
The way you act, where I come from you'd never last Could it be you're lying through your teeth? The process
ends when there is one stack on the desk of the student in the front row on the right side of the room. The end
of class is typically hectic; you are rushing to finish before the bell because everything took longer than
expected as it will nearly every day your first few years. First, unless you have 5 minutes dedicated to a
close-up at the end of each day, there will not be an obvious time for your student helper to start the process.
This process also helps if you have a no-name paper because you can identify the mystery student by the paper
before and after theirs. Did you have a line to talk to you after class longer than the one to see Santa the week
before Christmas? Second, think about the last time you passed back papers at the end of class. Who the fuck
do you think you are you've taken it a bit too far Believing that you're king shit in your fake fantasy A clown
dressed to impress. I know you are wondering: why am I doing this at the beginning of class? What do you
think is the best way to manage this? If you are worried about grade privacy just put the grade on the back of
the paper instead of the front. Well, there are two reasons the beginning of class is better. For example, if
students are in rows the process starts at the very back, then each student in the row should put their paper on
top and then pass it to the person in front of them. You want a student doing the job instead of doing it
yourself because once you give a Type-A student a task, she will be laser focused and that bin will be emptied
everyday like clockwork. Soft core, Mickey Mouse and nothing less Exposing you will make me rest Until
then remember you're a bullshit fake paper gangster You ain't nothing but an image and a liar A bullshit fake
paper gangster A punk ass motherfucker Could it be you saw it on TV?


